Members, Board of Trustees:

PERSONNEL ACTIONS

Recommendation: that approval be given to the attached appointments, actions, and/or other staff changes which require Board action; and that the report relative to appointments and/or changes already approved by the administration be accepted.

Background: The attached recommended appointments and/or other staff changes require approval by the Board of Trustees in accordance with Part VIII of the Governing Regulations of the University. These recommendations are transmitted to the Board by the appropriate Provost/Executive Vice President through the President and have the President's concurrence.

Under the Governing Regulations, the authority to make certain appointments and/or other staff changes is delegated to the President or other administrators who are required to report their actions to the Board. These items of report follow the recommendations requiring Board approval.

Action taken: ☑ Approved ☐ Disapproved ☐ Other ______________________
I. BOARD ACTION

A. RETIREMENTS

Executive Vice President for Finance and Administration

Griffin, Dorothy J., Staff Support Associate I, Physical Plant-Plumbing Services, Human Resources, after 28 years and 1 month of consecutive service under AR 3.1 Section VIII.B, effective 8/31/13.

Nickolaus, Marvin D., Production Manager, College of Pharmacy, Human Resources, after 15 years and 8 months of consecutive service under AR 3.1 Section VIII.B, effective 1/31/14.

B. EARLY RETIREMENTS

Associate Vice President for Auxiliary Services

Dearborn, William E., Postal Supervisor, General Fund Mail Services, Auxiliary Services, after 20 years and 7 months of consecutive service under AR 3.1 Section VIII.A, effective 1/3/14.

Vice President for Facilities Management

Stevenson, Derek L., Building Operator II, Physical Plant Building Operators, Facilities Management, after 27 years and 6 months of consecutive service under AR 3.1 Section VIII.A., effective 1/23/14.

Wiley, Kenneth L., Physical Plant Manager I, Campus Physical Plant, Facilities Management, after 39 years and 11 months of consecutive service under AR 3.1 Section VIII.A, effective 1/2/14.

Executive Vice President for Finance and Administration

Mills, Wanda S., Technical Support Assistant, Support Services, Human Resources, after 28 years of consecutive service under AR 3.1 Section VIII.A, effective 10/31/13.

Price, Deborah A., Data Entry Operator, Graduate School, Human Resources, after 22 years and 3 months of consecutive service under AR 3.1 Section VIII.A, effective 10/1/13.
Vice President for Institutional Diversity

Slaughter, Ruth A., Administrative Support Associate I, Martin Luther King Jr. Cultural Center, Institutional Diversity, after 15 years and 6 months of consecutive service and 27 years and 7 months of total service under AR 3.1 Section VIII.A, effective 1/3/14.

Vice President for Research

Mock, Steven R., Scientist I, KGS Water Analysis, Research, after 23 years and 4 months of consecutive service under AR 3.1 Section VIII.A, effective 1/4/14.

C. CORRECTION IN MINUTES

Vice President for Research

Banks, Roger S., Stores Supervisor, KY Geological Survey, after 29 years and 10 months of consecutive service under AR 3.1 Section VIII.A, effective date changed from 10/1/13 to 09/08/13.

II. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION

A. APPOINTMENTS

Athletics Director

Graham, Sean, Assistant Coach Track, effective 8/19/13.

Vice President for Facilities Management

Fendley, Gary, Physical Plant Manager II, Physical Plant Division Medical Center, effective 10/8/13.

B. PROMOTIONS

Office of the Treasurer

I. BOARD ACTION

A. ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS

Arriagada-Alvarado, Susana A., College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Pediatrics, 11/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Ballard, Jonathan R., College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Family and Community Medicine, and joint appointment as Clinical Assistant Professor, Health Services Management, College of Public Health, 1/15/14 through 6/30/14.

Browning, Steven R., College of Public Health, Associate Professor* (with tenure), Epidemiology, effective 10/1/13.

Cardarelli, Kathryn M., College of Public Health, Associate Professor (with tenure), Health Behavior, effective 10/1/13.

Cardarelli, Roberto, College of Medicine, Clinical Professor, Family and Community Medicine, and joint appointment as Clinical Professor, Health Behavior, College of Public Health, 9/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Collier, Ronald N., College of Medicine, Associate Professor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, 7/1/13 through 6/30/16.

Crouch, Larry, College of Public Health, Adjunct Professor, Health Behavior, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Despa, Florin, College of Medicine, Associate Professor (without tenure), Molecular and Biomedical Pharmacology, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Despa, Sanda I., College of Medicine, Associate Professor (without tenure), Molecular and Biomedical Pharmacology, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Dillard, Robert P., College of Medicine, Professor* (without tenure), Pediatrics, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Duncan, Stephen T., College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Orthopaedic Surgery, 11/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Edris, Basel, College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Internal Medicine, 9/16/13 through 6/30/14.

Fields, Kenneth A., College of Medicine, Associate Professor (with tenure), Microbiology, Immunology and Molecular Genetics, effective 9/1/13.

Giannone, Peter J., College of Medicine, Professor* (without tenure), Pediatrics, 10/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Gonsalves, Wanda C., College of Medicine, Clinical Professor, Family and Community Medicine, 11/18/13 through 6/30/14.

Hakansson, Thomas, College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Adjunct Professor, Anthropology, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.

Harrar, Solomon W., College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (temporary), Statistics, 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.

High, Walter M., College of Medicine, Associate Adjunct Professor, Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, and joint appointment as Associate Adjunct Professor, Neurosurgery, 10/16/13 through 6/30/14.

*Special Title Series
Hoyt, William, College of Business and Economics, Professor (with tenure), Economics, and joint appointment as Professor (without tenure), Martin School of Public Policy and Administration, Graduate School, appointed to the Carol Martin Gatton Professorship in Economics, 7/1/12 through 6/30/14.

Joubert, Hendrika, College of Education, Associate Adjunct Professor, Educational Leadership Studies, 1/1/14 through 6/30/15.

Larrow, Daniel W., College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Pediatrics, 9/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Lee, Daniel, College of Medicine, Professor (voluntary), Neurology, 9/1/13 through 6/30/16.

Lewis, Phyllis, College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Pediatrics, 10/13/13 through 6/30/14.

Lollar, Cortney E., College of Law, Assistant Professor, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Messerli, Adrian W., College of Medicine, Clinical Associate Professor, Internal Medicine, 10/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Moriarty, Thomas M., College of Medicine, Adjunct Professor, Neurosurgery, 12/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Moseley, Hunter N., College of Medicine, Associate Professor (with tenure), Molecular and Cellular Biochemistry, effective 9/1/13.

Murphy, Richard R., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor*, Neurology, 11/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Nahum, Daniel D., College of Medicine, Associate Professor (voluntary), Psychiatry, 1/1/14 through 6/30/16.

O'Brien, John M., College of Medicine, Clinical Associate Professor, Obstetrics and Gynecology, appointed to the Professorship in Obstetrics and Gynecology, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.

Pennell, Michael C., College of Communication and Information, Associate Professor (without tenure), Library and Information Science, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Rabideau, Mark, College of Fine Arts, Associate Professor (visiting), Music, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.

Seethamraju, Harish, College of Medicine, Clinical Associate Professor, Surgery, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Shelton, Thomas D., College of Education, Associate Adjunct Professor, Educational Leadership Studies, 1/1/14 through 6/30/15.

Shinn, Jennifer B., College of Medicine, Associate Professor (voluntary), Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery, 3/1/13 through 6/30/16.

Sloas, Harold A., College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Emergency Medicine, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Thomas, Joseph E., College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Internal Medicine, 11/11/13 through 6/30/14.

Trane, R. Nicholas, College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Radiology, 12/20/13 through 6/30/14.

Williams, Tracy E., College of Nursing, Associate Professor (voluntary), 1/1/14 through 6/30/16.

Young, Lu, College of Education, Associate Adjunct Professor, Educational Leadership Studies, 1/1/14 through 6/30/15.

*Special Title Series
Zent, Walter W., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Adjunct Professor, Veterinary Science, 11/1/13 through 6/30/15.
Zunshine, Lisa, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), English, appointed to the Bush-Holbrook Endowed Professorship in English, 7/1/13 through 6/30/16.

B. ADMINISTRATIVE APPOINTMENTS

Franklin, Gregory C., College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (without tenure), Aerospace Studies, reappointed Chair, Aerospace Studies, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Hansen, Gary L., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Extension Professor (with tenure), Community and Leadership Development, and joint appointment as Extension Professor (without tenure), Sociology, College of Arts and Sciences, reappointed Chair, Community & Leadership Development, 7/4/14 through 6/30/15.
Kuperstein, Janice M., College of Health Sciences, Associate Professor* (with tenure), Rehabilitation Sciences, and joint appointment as Associate Professor* (without tenure), Family and Community Medicine, College of Medicine, reappointed Chair, Rehabilitation Sciences, 7/1/13 through 6/30/17.
McDowell, Susan M., College of Medicine, Associate Professor* (with tenure), Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, appointed Chair, Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, 10/1/13 through 9/30/19.
Oates, Mary E., College of Medicine, Professor (with tenure), Radiology, reappointed Chair, Radiology, 10/1/13 through 9/30/19.
Werner-Wilson, Ronald J., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Professor (with tenure), Family Sciences, reappointed Chair, Family Studies, 11/1/13 through 10/31/19.
Zwischenberger, Joseph B., College of Medicine, Professor (with tenure), Surgery, and joint appointments as Professor (without tenure), Radiology and Professor (without tenure), Pediatrics and Professor (without tenure), Biomedical Engineering, College of Engineering, reappointed Chair, Surgery, 5/1/13 through 4/30/19.

C. JOINT APPOINTMENTS

Escott, Edward J., College of Medicine, Clinical Associate Professor, Radiology, joint appointment as Clinical Associate Professor, Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery, 9/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Iocono, Joseph A., College of Medicine, Associate Professor* (with tenure), Surgery, joint appointment as Assistant Professor*, Pediatrics, effective 7/1/13.
Schmitt, Frederick A., College of Medicine, Professor (with tenure), Neurology, and joint appointments as Professor (without tenure), Behavioral Science and Professor (without tenure), Psychiatry and Professor (without tenure), Psychology, College of Arts and Sciences, new joint appointment as Professor (without tenure), Neurosurgery, effective 9/1/13.
D. REAPPOINTMENTS

Berger, Joseph R., College of Medicine, Professor (with tenure), Neurology, and joint appointment as Professor (without tenure), Internal Medicine, reappointed to the Ruth Louise Works Professorship in Neuromuscular Diseases, 7/1/13 through 10/31/14.

Blanton, Jack, Graduate School, Adjunct Professor, Martin School of Public Policy and Administration, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Bouvette, Ralph E., College of Pharmacy, Associate Professor (part-time), Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Brouse, Sara D., College of Pharmacy, Associate Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Brouse, Sara D., College of Pharmacy, Associate Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Cobb, James C., College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Adjunct Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Crocker, Mark, College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Adjunct Professor, Chemistry, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.

Davis, Burtron H., College of Arts and Sciences, Adjunct Professor, Chemistry, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.

Davis, George A., College of Pharmacy, Associate Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Divine, Holly S., College of Pharmacy, Clinical Associate Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Hower, James C., College of Arts and Sciences, Adjunct Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Jordan, Bradford D., College of Business and Economics, Professor (with tenure), Finance and Quantitative Methods, reappointed to the Richard W. and Janice H. Furst Endowed Chair in Finance, 7/1/13 through 6/30/18.

Labianca, Giuseppe J., College of Business and Economics, Professor (with tenure), Management, reappointed to the Carol Martin Gatton Professorship in Management, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.

Lane, Matthew T., College of Pharmacy, Clinical Associate Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Littleton, John M., College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (part-time), Psychology, 1/1/13 through 12/31/13.

Magnuson, Barbara L., College of Pharmacy, Associate Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Martin, Craig A., College of Pharmacy, Clinical Associate Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

McDaniel, Linda, College of Business and Economics, Professor (with tenure), Accountancy, reappointed to the Von Allmen Endowed Chair in Accountancy, 7/1/12 through 6/30/14.

Nihill, Patricia, College of Dentistry, Associate Professor* (without tenure), Oral Health Practice, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Ravinuthala, Ravi V., College of Medicine, Associate Professor (part-time), Internal Medicine, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

*Special Title Series
Sellnow, Deanna D., College of Communication and Information, Professor* (with tenure), Communication, and joint appointment as Professor* (without tenure), Library and Information Science, reappointed to the Gifford Blyton Endowed Professorship in Oral Communication and Forensics, 8/1/13 through 7/31/16.

Slevin, John T., College of Medicine, Professor (with tenure), Neurology, and joint appointments as Professor (without tenure), Graduate Center for Toxicology and Professor (without tenure), Molecular and Biomedical Pharmacology, reappointed to the James W. Holsinger, Jr., M.D. Professorship in Neurosciences, 10/1/13 through 6/30/18.

Susman, David T., College of Arts and Sciences, Clinical Associate Professor, Psychology, and joint appointment as Clinical Associate Professor, Psychiatry, College of Medicine, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.

van Nagell, John R., College of Medicine, Professor (with tenure), Obstetrics and Gynecology, reappointed to the John R. van Nagell, M.D. Chair in Gynecologic Oncology, effective 7/1/13.

Zhao, Hong-Bo, College of Medicine, Associate Professor (with tenure), Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery, and joint appointment as Associate Professor (without tenure), Graduate Center for Toxicology, reappointed to the Richard C. Haydon III, M.D. Chair in Otolaryngology, effective 7/1/13.

Ziada, Khaled M., College of Medicine, Associate Professor* (with tenure), Internal Medicine, reappointed to the Gill Foundation Professorship in Interventional Cardiology, effective 7/1/13.

E. PROMOTIONS

Adams, Ingrid K., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, from Assistant Extension Professor, Dietetics and Human Nutrition, to Associate Extension Professor (with tenure), Dietetics and Human Nutrition, effective 12/1/13.

Bewley, Jeffrey M., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, from Assistant Extension Professor, Animal and Food Sciences, to Associate Extension Professor (with tenure), Animal and Food Sciences, effective 2/7/14.

Knight, Judson M., College of Dentistry, from Associate Professor (part-time), Oral Health Science, to Professor (part-time), Oral Health Science, 10/1/13 through 6/30/14.

McNear, David H., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, from Assistant Professor, Plant and Soil Sciences, to Associate Professor (with tenure), Plant and Soil Sciences, effective 1/1/14.

Valentin, Ryan A., College of Law, from Librarian III, to Librarian II (with tenure), effective 1/1/14.

Webber, Kelly H., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, from Assistant Professor, Dietetics and Human Nutrition, to Associate Professor (with tenure), Dietetics and Human Nutrition, effective 1/1/14.
Youkilis, Bradley B., College of Health Sciences, from Assistant Professor (voluntary), Clinical Sciences, and joint appointment as Assistant Professor (voluntary), Obstetrics and Gynecology, College of Medicine, to Associate Professor (voluntary), Clinical Sciences, and joint appointment as Assistant Professor (voluntary), Obstetrics and Gynecology, College of Medicine, 7/1/13 through 6/30/16.

F. CHANGES

Abu Jawdeh, Elie G., College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Pediatrics, from 7/1/13 through 6/30/14, to 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.

Casey, Baretta R., College of Public Health, from Clinical Professor, Health Behavior, and joint appointments as Clinical Professor, Family and Community Medicine, College of Medicine and Clinical Professor, Preventive Medicine and Environmental Health and Clinical Professor, Health Services Management, to Professor (part-time), Health Behavior, 10/1/13 through 3/31/14.

Karki Maskey, Mitu, College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Internal Medicine, from 9/1/13 through 6/30/14, to 9/26/13 through 6/30/14.

Maschio, Geraldine A., College of Fine Arts, from Associate Professor (with tenure), Theatre, to Associate Professor* (with tenure), Theatre, effective 9/23/13.

G. TERMINAL REAPPOINTMENTS

Hedman, Thomas P., College of Engineering, Associate Research Professor, Biomedical Engineering, and joint appointment as Associate Research Professor, Neurosurgery, College of Medicine, 11/1/13 through 6/30/14.

H. RETIREMENTS

Allen, Larry, College of Medicine, Rural Health Director State Office, Rural Kentucky Health Care, after 13 years and 6 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 12/11/13.

Bishop, Janice, College of Medicine, Staff Nurse Clinical I, Internal Medicine, after 11 years and 11 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 1/1/14.

Burns, James M., College of Dentistry, Dental Technician, Lab Services, after 29 years and 1 month of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 9/3/13.

Carpenter, Dresden C., College of Health Services, Administrative Support Associate I, Business Office, after 26 years and 4 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 12/31/13.

Coleman, Norma J., College of Agriculture, Administrative Services Assistant Senior, Agriculture Communications, after 23 years and 7 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 1/3/14.

*Special Title Series
Creech, Judy C., College of Agriculture, Extension Assistant, 4-H Central Operations, after 25 years and 9 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 12/2/13.

Ghabrial, Said A., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Professor (with tenure), Plant Pathology, after 39 years and 1 month of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 12/31/13.

Hanson, Roxanna D., College of Arts and Sciences, Student Affairs Support Associate, Administrative Services, after 15 years of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 5/3/14.

Hartman, Donald G., College of Engineering, Transportation Program Manager, Kentucky Transportation Center, after 24 years and 7 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 1/1/14.

Kisil, Judith, Information Technology, Technical Administrator III, Data Administration, after 37 years and 1 month of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 12/13/13.

Lacy, Terry G., College of Medicine, Laboratory Technician Senior, Internal Medicine, after 10 years and 8 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 9/30/13.

Martin, Patsy N., Student Affairs, Administrative Services Assistant Senior, Student Media Services, after 32 years and 4 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 11/15/13.

Michelman, Susan O., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Associate Professor (with tenure), Retailing and Tourism Management, after 11 years and 4 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 12/31/13.

O'Leary, Joseph H., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Associate Professor (with tenure), Animal and Food Sciences, after 39 years of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 1/10/14.

Overman, Timothy L., College of Medicine, Associate Professor* (with tenure), Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, and joint appointment as Associate Professor* (without tenure), Clinical Sciences, College of Health Sciences, after 32 years and 3 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 1/3/14.

Swiderski, Carol F., College of Medicine, Research Analyst Senior, Internal Medicine, after 20 years and 1 month of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 10/7/13.

Teachey, Peggy C., College of Nursing, Administrative Assistant, after 19 years and 8 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 1/31/14.

Thaxton, Connie J., College of Dentistry, Patient Registration Counselor II, Dentistry Periodontics, after 37 years and 10 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 1/10/14.

Wala, Andrzej M., College of Engineering, Professor (with tenure), Mining Engineering, after 27 years and 10 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 12/31/13.

Walsh-Piper, Kathleen, College of Fine Arts, Art Museum Director, Art Museum, after 10 years and 4 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 8/16/13.

*Special Title Series
Watson, Carolyn Sue, College of Agriculture, Extension Staff Assistant, Extension Field Programs, after 24 years and 7 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 10/10/13.

Williams, Sherry C., College of Medicine, Staff Associate Senior, Sanders-Brown Center on Aging, after 22 years and 7 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 10/31/13.

Winkle, Edward W., College of Arts and Sciences, Administrative Staff Officer I, Anthropology Museum, after 29 years and 2 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 12/2/13.

Wolbarst, Anthony B., College of Health Sciences, Associate Professor* (with tenure), Clinical Sciences, and joint appointment as Associate Professor*, after 7 years and 1 month of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.B, effective 9/30/13.

I. EARLY RETIREMENTS

Addo, Kwaku, College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Associate Professor (with tenure), Dietetics and Human Nutrition, after 22 years and 1 month of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 10/1/13.

Argo, Barbara, College of Medicine, Rad Tech Master Clinic/Ultrasound, Obstetrics and Gynecology, after 15 years and 5 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 1/8/14.

Breunig, Janet L., Information Technology, Administrative Support Associate I, Planning, Administration and Finance, after 23 years and 5 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 9/18/13.

Burton, Deborah, College of Arts and Sciences, College Payroll Specialist, Administrative Services, after 16 years and 3 months of consecutive service, and a total of 25 years of service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 1/3/14.

Byrne, Mary J., College of Medicine, QA Manager/Abstract and Training, Kentucky Community Cancer Program, after 22 years and 10 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 11/15/13.

Davidson, Jeffrey N., College of Medicine, Professor (with tenure), Microbiology, Immunology and Molecular Genetics, after 29 years and 4 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 10/31/13.

Davis, Jeffrey K., College of Agriculture, Programmer Systems Analyst Senior, Agriculture Communications, after 31 years and 7 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 9/30/13.

Dembo, Jeffrey B., College of Dentistry, Professor* (with tenure), Oral Health Science, and joint appointments as Professor* (without tenure), Anesthesiology, College of Medicine and Professor* (without tenure), Surgery, College of Medicine, after 25 years and 11 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 10/2/13.

Dunaway, Barbara I., College of Agriculture, Staff Support Associate II, Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory, after 30 years and 4 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 1/3/14.

*Special Title Series
Elbon, David C., Information Technology, Programmer Systems Lead, Student Computing Services, after 36 years and 8 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 2/8/14.

Hopenhayn, Claudia, College of Public Health, Associate Professor (with tenure), Epidemiology, after 17 years and 10 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 1/4/14.

O'Malley, Gail A., College of Nursing, Information Coordinator, after 29 years and 6 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 1/1/14.

Poynter, Arlena F., Student Affairs, Food Services Supervisor, Residential Dining Services, after 26 years and 4 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 1/10/14.

Ritchie, John W., Provost Budget Office, Provost Assistant Resource Management, after 40 years and 5 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 9/30/13.

Roberts, Kay H., Student Success, Program Coordinator II, International Center, after 25 years and 11 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 11/30/13.

Robertson, Connie G., Office of the Provost, Administrative Staff Officer I, University Engagement Administration, after 15 years of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 10/6/13.

Smyth-Pinney, Julia M., College of Design, Associate Professor (with tenure), Architecture, after 31 years and 10 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 12/31/13.

Solomon, Francis S., Information Technology, Programmer Systems Lead, University Computing Systems Programs, after 29 years and 3 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 1/7/14.

Sumner, Donna M., College of Medicine, IS Technical Support Assistant, Molecular and Cellular Biochemistry, after 21 years and 3 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 1/4/14.

Truszczynska, Helena, Information Technology, Statistician, Institutional Research, Planning and Effectiveness, after 17 years and 6 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1, Section VIII.A, effective 9/12/13.

J. POST-RETIREMENT APPOINTMENTS

Allen, David M., College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (part-time), Statistics, 1/1/14 through 6/30/14.

Beal, Rayma, Undergraduate Studies, Associate Professor (part-time), Honors Program, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.

Boosalis, Maria G., College of Health Sciences, Associate Professor (part-time), Clinical Sciences, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Cantor, Austin H., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Associate Professor (part-time), Animal and Food Sciences, 1/5/14 through 1/4/15.

Carter, Gary, College of Agriculture, County Extension Agent (part-time), Cooperative Extension Service, 1/7/14 through 1/6/15.
Childress, Linda, College of Agriculture, County Staff Assistant (part-time), Cooperative Extension Service, 2/1/14 through 1/31/15.
Cromwell, Gary L., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Professor (part-time), Animal and Food Sciences, 1/5/14 through 1/4/15.
Davis, Jeanne, College of Agriculture, Program Coordinator (part-time), Cooperative Extension Service, 4/8/14 through 4/7/15.
Ewing, Jack, College of Agriculture, County Extension Agent (part-time), Cooperative Extension Service, from 1/8/14 through 1/7/15, to 2/6/14 through 2/5/15.
Gadberry, Shirlene, College of Agriculture, Service/Maintenance (part-time), Cooperative Extension Service, 1/12/14 through 1/11/15.
Grigson, Dan, College of Agriculture, County Extension Agent (part-time), Cooperative Extension Service, 1/7/14 through 1/6/15.
Harrison, David, College of Agriculture, County Extension Agent (part-time), Cooperative Extension Service, 1/7/14 through 1/6/15.
Hunt, Nancy, College of Agriculture, County Extension Agent (part-time), Cooperative Extension Service, 2/6/14 through 2/5/15.
Jackson, Cliff, College of Fine Arts, Associate Professor (part-time), Music, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Jacobs, Charlene, College of Agriculture, Assistant Director for 4-H/Youth Development (part-time), Cooperative Extension Service, 1/1/14 through 12/31/14.
MacAdam, Keith, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (part-time), Physics and Astronomy, 1/1/14 through 5/15/14.
May, Charles E., Undergraduate Studies, Assistant Professor (part-time), Honors Program, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Michelman, Susan O., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Associate Professor (part-time), Retailing and Tourism Management, 8/1/14 through 6/30/15.
Moore, Nelda, College of Agriculture, Family and Consumer Science Agent (part-time), Cooperative Extension Service, 2/1/14 through 1/31/15.
O'Leary, Joseph H., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Associate Professor (part-time), Animal and Food Sciences, 1/13/14 through 5/31/14.
Royster, Wimberly C., College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (part-time), Mathematics, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Scahill, Kathy, College of Agriculture, Administrative Support Associate (part-time), Horticulture, 9/9/13 through 11/30/13.
Stivers, Wendy, College of Agriculture, 4-H Specialist (part-time), Dietetics and Human Nutrition, 6/1/13 through 5/31/14.
Wilson, Joseph W., College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (part-time), Chemistry, 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.

*Special Title Series
K. PHASED RETIREMENT APPOINTMENTS

Crooks, Deborah, College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), Anthropology, 7/1/14 through 6/30/19.
Davies, H M., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Professor (with tenure), Plant and Soil Sciences, 4/1/14 through 3/31/19.
Kaplan, Alan M., College of Medicine, Professor (with tenure), Microbiology, Immunology and Molecular Genetics, and joint appointment as Professor (without tenure), Graduate Center for Toxicology, 1/1/14 through 12/31/16.
Patel, Pushpa M., College of Medicine, Associate Professor* (with tenure), Radiation Medicine, 1/1/14 through 12/31/18.
Reed, Deborah B., College of Nursing, Professor (with tenure), and joint appointment as Professor (without tenure), Preventive Medicine and Environmental Health, College of Public Health, 7/1/14 through 6/30/17.

II. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION

A. ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS

Abner, Erin, College of Public Health, Assistant Professor, Epidemiology, and joint appointment as Assistant Professor, Gerontology, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Alkhasova, Svetlana, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Music, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Alkhtateeb, Maher A., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Allen, James E., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Instructor (part-time), Agricultural Economics, 8/28/13 through 6/30/14.
Armstrong, Donna, College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Artiouchine, Ivan S., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Mathematics, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Baxley, Danna, College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Forestry, 8/28/13 through 6/30/15.
Best, Laura, College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Blackburn, Kari J., College of Nursing, Instructor (part-time), 1/1/14 through 6/30/14.
Bondra, Kenneth, College of Dentistry, Assistant Professor (part-time), Oral Health Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Bowman, Jennifer, College of Health Sciences, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Clinical Sciences, 9/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Brown, Ariella, College of Fine Arts, Lecturer (visiting), Theatre, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Brown, Courtney N., College of Pharmacy, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Pharmacy Practice and Science, 1/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Brown, Ruth R., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer, Hispanic Studies, 8/16/13 through 6/30/15.
Brunjes, John H., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Forestry, 8/28/13 through 6/30/15.
Bushong, Suanne, College of Health Sciences, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Clinical Sciences, 9/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Butcher, Gene L., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer (visiting), Mathematics, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Caldesi Valeri, Valerio, College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer, Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures, 8/16/13 through 6/30/15.
Carden, Russell L., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Mathematics, 8/16/13 through 6/30/15.
Carpenter, Bethany, College of Health Sciences, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Rehabilitation Sciences, 9/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Carter, Emilie, College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Cecil, Daniel, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Music, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Chan, Vickie, College of Medicine, Instructor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, 8/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Christiansen, David C., College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Chu, Hui, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (temporary), Psychology, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Claffey, Elizabeth, College of Fine Arts, Lecturer, Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Collins, James B., College of Communication and Information, Instructor (part-time), Journalism and Telecommunications, 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.
Collins-Frohlich, Jesslyn R., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Corporandy, Sarah C., College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Crawford, Rebecca, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Early Childhood, Special Education, and Rehabilitation Counseling, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Csima, Nora E., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer (visiting), Mathematics, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Cunningham, Carol, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Curriculum and Instruction, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Dampier, Alexandra, College of Nursing, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Del Toro, Jose C., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer (visiting), Hispanic Studies, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Dossett, Angela P., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Instructor (part-time), Community and Leadership Development, 1/15/14 through 6/30/14.
Dove, Patrick, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Dovel, Jason L., College of Fine Arts, Assistant Professor*, Music, 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.
Dye, Jessica, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
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Elsheikh, Ibrahim, College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Pediatrics, 9/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Farrington, Joshua D., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), History, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Feltner, Christina, College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Flygstad, Jana, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Music, 8/28/13 through 10/31/13.
Folley, Bradley S., College of Medicine, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Neurosurgery, 12/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Forester, Corey B., College of Medicine, Instructor (voluntary), Obstetrics and Gynecology, 6/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Gal, Jozsef, College of Medicine, Assistant Research Professor, Molecular and Cellular Biochemistry, 12/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Gallas, Chadwick G., College of Design, Instructor (part-time), Architecture, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Gannon, Marc M., College of Design, Instructor (part-time), Architecture, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Garcia, Maria L., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Gentile, Brooke D., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Instructor (part-time), Community and Leadership Development, 1/8/14 through 5/15/14.
Gorrell, John A., College of Pharmacy, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Pharmacy Practice and Science, 6/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Grant, Jason C., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Griffen, Ann, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Early Childhood, Special Education, and Rehabilitation Counseling, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Guffey, Roger L., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Mathematics, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Gump, William C., College of Medicine, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Neurosurgery, 12/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Hammock, James J., College of Medicine, Instructor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, 8/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Hansen, Garrett, College of Fine Arts, Lecturer, Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Harris, Daniel R., College of Engineering, Instructor (part-time), Computer Science, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Hays, Mark A., College of Engineering, Instructor (part-time), Computer Science, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Hedge, Jesse A., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Dean’s Office, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Hillenbery, Lara L., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Dean’s Office, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Hinerman, James, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Holmes, Gretchen N., College of Communication and Information, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Communication, 9/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Horn, Jeffrey S., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Dean’s Office, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Jame, Katie, College of Business and Economics, Instructor (part-time), Management, 8/16/13 through 12/30/13.
Jeong, Hyun J., College of Communication and Information, Lecturer, Journalism and Telecommunications, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Johnson, Benjamin D., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Mathematics, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Johnson, Erin W., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Internal Medicine, 8/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Johnson, Matthew, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Theatre, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Johnson, Terry, College of Business and Economics, Instructor (part-time), Marketing and Supply Chain, 8/16/13 through 12/30/13.
Jones, Clint W., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Philosophy, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Jones, Daniel J., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, 8/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Jones, Lorie Jean C., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, 8/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Kanga, Fareesh H., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Psychiatry, 8/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Kim, Lee E., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer (visiting), Hispanic Studies, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Koebcke, Nathan S., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (temporary), Statistics, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Kozik, Deborah J., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Surgery, 9/24/13 through 6/30/16.
Kruger, MaryAnn, College of Dentistry, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Oral Health Science, 8/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Landolt, Sarah H., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Lanphere, Kathryn R., College of Education, Lecturer, Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.
Law, Jeremy, College of Communication and Information, Instructor (part-time), Communication, 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.
Lawrence, Sarah M., College of Pharmacy, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Lawson, Jeremy S., College of Nursing, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Least, Brett, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Lightfield, Karla L., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer, Biology, 8/16/13 through 6/30/15.
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Lim, Molly M., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Lin, Ying, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Little, David L., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Mathematics, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Lopez, Cassandra R., College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Lorch, Jason R., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Internal Medicine, 9/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Loria, Analia S., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor, Molecular and Biomedical Pharmacology, 9/23/13 through 6/30/14.
Maigret, Thomas A., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Biology, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Malji, Andrea N., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer (visiting), Political Science, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Manzo, Christopher M., College of Design, Instructor (part-time), Architecture, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Marchioni, ToniMarie, College of Fine Arts, Assistant Professor*, Music, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Mardini, Samuel H., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (part-time), Internal Medicine, 12/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Mark, Tyler B., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Assistant Professor, Agricultural Economics, 1/6/14 through 6/30/14.
Martin, Aribbe A., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, 9/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Martin, David, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Martin, Susan H., College of Pharmacy, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Pharmacy Practice and Science, 5/1/13 through 6/30/16.
McDonald, Brent C., College of Dentistry, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Oral Health Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/16.
McFadden, Jonathan, College of Fine Arts, Assistant Professor, Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
McGregor, Monte A., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Forestry, 8/28/13 through 6/30/15.
Meroz-Aharoni, Tikva, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures, 8/16/13 through 5/31/14.
Mitchell, Jonah, College of Business and Economics, Instructor (part-time), Finance and Quantitative Methods, 8/16/13 through 12/30/13.
Monohan, Susan M., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Internal Medicine, 9/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Mullis, Lindsey, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Murine, Eric, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Music, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
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Mutchnick, Ian, College of Medicine, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Neurosurgery, 12/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Nesbitt, Laurie S., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer, English, 8/16/13 through 6/30/15.
Nguyen, Nicholas D., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer (visiting), Mathematics, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Nolan, Robert B., College of Health Sciences, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Clinical Sciences, 9/1/13 through 6/30/16.
O'Neil, James E., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Obstetrics and Gynecology, 7/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Peffer, Aaron M., College of Health Sciences, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Rehabilitation Sciences, 10/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Peiris, Nisal Abheetha, College of Engineering, Instructor (part-time), Civil Engineering, 6/1/13 through 6/30/13.
Prabhu, Mukhyaprana M., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, 11/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Qian, Chen, College of Engineering, Assistant Professor, Computer Science, 8/1/13 through 6/30/15.
Raney, Brian K., College of Communication and Information, Instructor (part-time), Communication, 9/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Rashid, Sayama, College of Medicine, Instructor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, 9/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Ratcliffe, Ellen, College of Nursing, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Ray, Andrew, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Theatre, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Rector, Bruce, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Rignall, Karen E., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Anthropology, 6/6/13 through 8/1/13.
Risco-Avila, Norbe, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Theatre, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Robinson, Penelope, Undergraduate Studies, Instructor (part-time), Honors Program, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Rodocker, Joshua A., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (part-time), Pediatrics, and joint appointment as Assistant Professor (part-time), Psychiatry, 8/28/13 through 6/30/14.
Saha, Shubin K., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Assistant Extension Professor, Horticulture, 9/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Sahay, Chandan, College of Medicine, Instructor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, 8/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Saleem, Waqar A., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, 7/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Schueler, Collin D., College of Law, Assistant Professor (visiting), 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Schultz, Robert, College of Fine Arts, Assistant Professor, Music, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Schwartz, Andrew, College of Business and Economics, Instructor (part-time), Marketing and Supply Chain, 8/16/13 through 12/30/13.
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Sharrett-Field, Lynda, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Psychology, 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.

Shelton, Amy, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Curriculum and Instruction, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Shields, Jessica, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Smith, Jeromy, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Theatre, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.

Smith, Matthew D., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, 8/1/13 through 6/30/16.

Smith, Richard D., College of Health Sciences, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Clinical Sciences, 7/1/13 through 6/30/16.

Sparks, Holly C., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (part-time), Pediatrics, 9/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Spock, Jennifer B., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), History, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.

Stewart, Bruce E., College of Dentistry, Assistant Professor (part-time), Oral Health Practice, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Strack, Stephen T., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor, Military Science and Leadership, 7/1/13 through 6/30/17.

Struckhoff, Mary E., College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Surface, Brittany N., College of Pharmacy, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Pharmacy Practice and Science, 10/1/12 through 6/30/16.

Taylor, Darren J., College of Design, Instructor (part-time), Architecture, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Taylor, Robert C., College of Dentistry, Clinical Assistant Professor, Oral Health Practice, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Tharp-Barrie, Kim, College of Nursing, Assistant Professor (voluntary), 1/1/14 through 6/30/16.

Thomas, Darlene, College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.

Thomas, Matthew R., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Adjunct Instructor, Forestry, 10/16/13 through 6/30/14.

Thompson, Katherine L., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Statistics, 8/16/13 through 6/30/15.

Thompson-Bastin, Melissa L., College of Pharmacy, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Pharmacy Practice and Science, 5/1/13 through 6/30/16.

Tolle, Misty, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Tucker, Willard, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 12/31/13.

Tyler, Jonathan P., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Mathematics, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.

Violette, Jeffrey M., College of Public Health, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Preventive Medicine and Environmental Health, 10/1/13 through 6/30/16.
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Voss, Jon H., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Obstetrics and Gynecology, 6/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Wahl, Caroline, College of Design, Instructor (part-time), Architecture, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Walker, Scott M., College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Curriculum and Instruction, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Walters, Brian, College of Medicine, Instructor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, 9/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Walty, Alycia A., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Pediatrics, 9/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Ward, Tracy M., College of Fine Arts, Lecturer, Theatre, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Williams, Amy W., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Lecturer, Dietetics and Human Nutrition, 8/21/13 through 6/30/14.
Williams, Bradley, College of Medicine, Instructor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, 8/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Wischer, David, College of Fine Arts, Lecturer, Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Wojasinski, William, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Wolf, Katerina, College of Medicine, Assistant Research Professor, Microbiology, Immunology and Molecular Genetics, 1/1/14 through 6/30/14.
Wolf, Theresa R., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, 8/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Wolff, Brett A., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Sociology, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Yeiser, Michael F., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Pediatrics, 8/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Young, April M., College of Public Health, Assistant Professor, Epidemiology, 1/1/14 through 6/30/14.

B. ADMINISTRATIVE APPOINTMENTS

Covert, Kara, College of Arts and Sciences, Development Director Associate, effective 10/1/13.
Cowherd, Mary, College of Medicine, Advanced Practice Provider I, Internal Medicine, effective 9/16/13.
Epling, Linda, College of Dentistry, Development Assistant IV, effective 11/1/13.
Kayes, Lori, College of Pharmacy, Clinical Program Manager, effective 7/8/13.
Krompak, Lindsey E., College of Medicine, Advanced Practice Provider I, Neurology, effective 9/9/13.
Poynter, Darin, College of Health Sciences, Technical Project Specialist III, effective 10/1/13.
Simpson, Denise, Student Affairs, Student Conduct Director, Dean of Students, effective 9/16/13.
Wafford, Neda, College of Medicine, Advanced Practice Provider I, Internal Medicine, effective 9/9/13.
Willey, Maria, College of Medicine, Advanced Practice Provider III, Internal Medicine, effective 1/1/14.

C. JOINT APPOINTMENTS

Anderson, Amelia J., College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Neurology, joint appointment as Clinical Assistant Professor, Neurosurgery, 9/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Han, Dong Y., College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Neurology, joint appointment as Clinical Assistant Professor, Neurosurgery, 9/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Hardin, James A., College of Engineering, Assistant Professor, Physics and Engineering Physics, Murray State University, joint appointment as Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering, 9/4/13 through 6/30/14.
Mehari, Enawgaw, College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, joint appointment as Assistant Professor (voluntary), Neurology, 6/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Powell, David K., College of Medicine, Assistant Research Professor, Anatomy and Neurobiology, joint appointment as Assistant Research Professor, Biomedical Engineering, College of Engineering, 9/10/13 through 6/30/14.
Prendergast, Jordan M., College of Health Sciences, Assistant Professor (voluntary), Clinical Sciences, joint appointment as Assistant Professor (voluntary), Family and Community Medicine, College of Medicine, 7/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Yu, Ning, College of Communication and Information, Assistant Professor, Library and Information Science, joint appointment as Assistant Professor, Computer Science, College of Engineering, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

D. REAPPOINTMENTS

Abdon, Brandon, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Curriculum and Instruction, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Adams, Aimee G., College of Pharmacy, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, and joint appointment as Assistant Adjunct Professor, Internal Medicine, College of Medicine, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Ades, Harriet, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Chemistry, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Alley, Rebecca, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Anderson, Charlotte R., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Dean’s Office, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Arnold, Elizabeth, College of Fine Arts, Assistant Professor*, Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Atchison, Scott L., College of Fine Arts, Assistant Professor*, Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Bagby, Glen S., College of Law, Instructor (part-time), 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Baker, Stephanie, College of Pharmacy, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
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Balasundaram, Sasikumar, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Dean’s Office, 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.
Barbour, John T., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (temporary), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Basuray, Rita, College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer (visiting), Dean’s Office, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Beard, Jessica L., College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Bemis, Sean P., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.
Benassi, Matteo, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Bjork, Anne W., College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Bond, Mona, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Boss, Christopher R., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Bowersox, John R., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Brantley-Hite, Kimberley L., College of Pharmacy, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Bromley-Trujillo, Rebecca, Graduate School, Assistant Professor, Martin School of Public Policy and Administration, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Brown, David B., College of Engineering, Instructor (part-time), Computer Science, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Cain, John P., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (temporary), Statistics, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Callahan-Caudill, Krista E., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Carrico, Jeffery M., College of Pharmacy, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Caspani, Guido, Undergraduate Studies, Instructor (part-time), Honors Program, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Cetrulo, Donald P., College of Law, Instructor (part-time), 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Chaney, Joyce P., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Christianson, Ann, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Clay, Marianna J., College of Law, Instructor (part-time), 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Clifford, Timothy M., College of Pharmacy, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, and joint appointment as Assistant Adjunct Professor, Surgery, College of Medicine, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Cook, Aaron M., College of Pharmacy, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Cook, Elaine H., College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Music, 9/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Cook, Peter V., College of Communication and Information, Instructor (part-time), Journalism and Telecommunications, 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.

Cox, James, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.

Crist, Randall W., College of Education, Lecturer, Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Dailey, Raleigh K., College of Fine Arts, Assistant Professor*, Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Davis, Gregory, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.

Deatherage, Paul, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Music, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.

Debord, Charles, Undergraduate Studies, Instructor (part-time), Honors Program, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.

Deen, Diana, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Music, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.

Deffendall, Matthew, College of Communication and Information, Instructor (part-time), Communication, 8/1/13 through 6/30/14.

DeVries, Brigid, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

DiLoreto, Rebecca B., College of Law, Instructor (part-time), and Instructor (part-time), College of Social Work, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Duncan, Robert F., College of Law, Instructor (part-time), 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Dutch, Kenneth D., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Mathematics, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.

Eble, Cortland F., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Effinger, Kathy, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Mathematics, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.

Eggers, Derek C., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Dean’s Office, 7/1/13 through 12/31/13.

Elliott, Rachel A., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), English, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.

Ellis, Steven L., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Physics and Astronomy, 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.

Farris, Annie, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Curriculum and Instruction, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Faulkner, Samuel S., College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.

Fields, Jim, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.

Flynn, Jeremy, College of Pharmacy, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, and joint appointment as Assistant Adjunct Professor, Surgery, College of Medicine, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>College</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Appointment Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>French, April N.</td>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardner, Brian M.</td>
<td>College of Pharmacy</td>
<td>Assistant Adjunct Professor</td>
<td>Pharmacy Practice and Science</td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geurin, Danni L.</td>
<td>College of Social Work</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giles, Natasha</td>
<td>College of Fine Arts</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td>Art and Visual Studies</td>
<td>8/15/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasscock, Rebecca C.</td>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td>Dean’s Office</td>
<td>8/16/13 through 12/31/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glixon, Beth</td>
<td>College of Fine Arts</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>8/15/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gooding, Lori</td>
<td>College of Fine Arts</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grantz, Daniel A.</td>
<td>College of Pharmacy</td>
<td>Assistant Adjunct Professor</td>
<td>Pharmacy Practice and Science</td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greb, Stephen F.</td>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>Assistant Adjunct Professor</td>
<td>Earth and Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greer, John</td>
<td>College of Fine Arts</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>8/15/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grogan, Mary</td>
<td>College of Fine Arts</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>8/15/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groth, Jeanette</td>
<td>College of Education</td>
<td>Lecturer, Curriculum and Instruction</td>
<td></td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarnieri, Karen</td>
<td>College of Education</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td>Kinesiology and Health Promotion</td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hale, Jonathan</td>
<td>College of Fine Arts</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td>Art and Visual Studies</td>
<td>8/15/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall, Meada</td>
<td>College of Education</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td>Early Childhood, Special Education, and Rehabilitation Counseling</td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamblin, Pierce W.</td>
<td>College of Law</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td></td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, Charles</td>
<td>College of Education</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td>Educational Leadership Studies</td>
<td>6/1/13 through 8/1/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris, Natosha E.</td>
<td>College of Education</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td>Kinesiology and Health Promotion</td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays, Allison B.</td>
<td>College of Fine Arts</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td>Art and Visual Studies</td>
<td>8/15/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays, John W.</td>
<td>College of Law</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td></td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helian, Feifei</td>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>Instructor (temporary)</td>
<td>Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures</td>
<td>7/1/13 through 5/15/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson, A. G.</td>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>Assistant Adjunct Professor</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>7/1/13 through 8/16/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henke, Kevin R.</td>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>Assistant Adjunct Professor</td>
<td>Earth and Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hennings Yeomans, Dieter</td>
<td>College of Fine Arts</td>
<td>Assistant Professor*</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry, George E.</td>
<td>College of Law</td>
<td>Instructor (part-time)</td>
<td></td>
<td>7/1/13 through 6/30/14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Special Title Series*
Henson, Robert A., College of Communication and Information, Instructor (part-time), Journalism and Telecommunications, 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.
Ho, Denise Y., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, History, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.
Holbrook, Paula J., College of Law, Instructor (part-time), 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Hood, James L., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), History, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Hu, Patrick G., College of Engineering, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Mechanical Engineering, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Hudson, Michael, College of Fine Arts, Assistant Professor, Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Hull, Timothy, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Theatre, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Jennings, Randee D., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (temporary), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Johnson, Christine, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Johnson, Jill, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Johnson, Miles, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Johnston, Kathleen M., College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Jones, Seth V., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer, Biology, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.
Jones, Sonya L., Undergraduate Studies, Instructor (part-time), Honors Program, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Jordan, Carol E., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Psychology, and joint appointment as Assistant Adjunct Professor, Psychiatry, College of Medicine, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.
Karp, Margaret B., College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Music, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Kerns, Bradley, College of Fine Arts, Assistant Professor*, Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Kim, Doo Young, College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Chemistry, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.
Kisling, Jeremy P., College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Theatre, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Kleven, Robin S., College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Knauer, Timothy G., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Physics and Astronomy, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Knowles, Justin L., College of Medicine, Assistant Professor (part-time), Emergency Medicine, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Kwon, Donna L., College of Fine Arts, Assistant Professor, Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Land, Travis, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

*Special Title Series
Lankster, Florence M., College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Larson, Raymond W., College of Law, Instructor (part-time), 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Larusso, Lori, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Lawson, Amber P., College of Pharmacy, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Leedham, Cynthia, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Sociology, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Leigh, Phyllis, College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Liang, Liang, College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Geography, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.
Lindsay, Tedrin B., College of Fine Arts, Lecturer, Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Linnen, Catherine R., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Biology, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.
Lueker, Dustin C., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (temporary), Statistics, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Macaulay, Tracy, College of Pharmacy, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Maharjan, Dharma S., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Mathematics, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Mansfield, DeeAnn W., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Sociology, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Marani, Jodi, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Marinelli, James M., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (temporary), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Massey, Delano R., College of Communication and Information, Instructor (part-time), Journalism and Telecommunications, 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.
McCoy, Michael Q., College of Medicine, Instructor (part-time), Pediatrics, and Instructor (part-time), Internal Medicine, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
McFarland, Martha, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
McKee, Minnie C., College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Curriculum and Instruction, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
McSwain, Nan, College of Fine Arts, Lecturer, Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
McVay, Vicki S., College of Fine Arts, Lecturer, Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Mead, Michael, College of Design, Instructor (part-time), Architecture, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Meade, Cynthia J., College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Curriculum and Instruction, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Michalski, Lennon T., College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Miller, Jennifer L., College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Theatre, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Modenbach, Jeffrey C., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (temporary), Statistics, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Moore, Julia M., College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Moore, Ryan, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Music, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Nash, Christi, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Curriculum and Instruction, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Norman, Charlene, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Mathematics, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13, and Instructor (part-time), STEM Education, College of Education, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Odom, Susan A., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Chemistry, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.
O'Neil, Joseph D., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.
Ohr, Tennye, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Olsen, Karl P., College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Osland, Lisa, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Osterhage, Jennifer L., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer, Biology, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.
Parkin, Sean, College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Chemistry, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Parris, Thomas M., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Patwardhan, Manjiri A., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Chemistry, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Paynter, Lee Ann, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Peiris, Nisal Abheetha, College of Engineering, Instructor (part-time), Civil Engineering, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Pfankuch, Jill, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Picklesimer, Rita, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Pollack, David, College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Anthropology, 8/16/13 through 8/16/14.
Prats, Judith, College of Arts and Sciences, Senior Lecturer, English, 7/1/13 through 6/30/16.
Rice, Christopher S., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Political Science, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Robl, Thomas L., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Rolfes, Siobhan B., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Rutledge, Thomas E., College of Law, Instructor (part-time), 8/1/12 through 6/30/13, and 1/1/14 through 6/30/14.
Sageser, Vicki, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Schroot, Lisa M., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (temporary), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Shin, Hainsworth Y., College of Engineering, Assistant Professor, Biomedical Engineering, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Shouse, Donna K., College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Curriculum and Instruction, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Singh, Shanteri, College of Pharmacy, Assistant Research Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Smith, Jeramiah J., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Biology, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.
Smith, Lynda, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Theatre, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Stansbury, Joan T., College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Music, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Stein, Melissa N., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Gender and Women's Studies, 7/1/13 through 6/30/15.
Stinson, Dawn, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Early Childhood, Special Education, and Rehabilitation Counseling, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Stone, Peter, College of Fine Arts, Assistant Professor (visiting), Theatre, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Sutphin, Stephanie, College of Pharmacy, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Swinford, Bill, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Political Science, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Sykes, Larry, College of Law, Instructor (part-time), 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Taylor, Stacy A., College of Pharmacy, Clinical Assistant Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Terhune, Katherina N., College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Turay II, Gregory, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Music, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Van Sickels, Mary, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
VanArsdall, Marilee, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Vance, Michael, College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Vanderpool, James, College of Fine Arts, Instructor (part-time), Art and Visual Studies, 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Visona, Paolo, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Walker, Erin F., College of Fine Arts, Lecturer, Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Wall, Maryjean, College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (part-time), History, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.

*Special Title Series
Wang, Zhenming, College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Ward, George D., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Instructor (part-time), Retailing and Tourism Management, 1/1/14 through 5/31/14.
Watson, Susan, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Curriculum and Instruction, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Wehrman, Paul T., College of Dentistry, Assistant Professor (part-time), Oral Health Practice, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Weisenfluh, Gerald A., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Weisenfluh, Sherri, College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Whitesel, Heather L., College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Orthopaedic Surgery, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Wilke, David G., Undergraduate Studies, Instructor (part-time), Honors Program, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Williams, Lisa G., College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 8/15/13 through 6/30/14.
Wilson, Matthew W., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Geography, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Wilson, Melissa J., College of Social Work, Instructor (part-time), 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Winstead, P. S., College of Pharmacy, Assistant Adjunct Professor, Pharmacy Practice and Science, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Wisdom, Charles P., College of Law, Instructor (part-time), 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Wood, Mark F., College of Arts and Sciences, Instructor (temporary), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.
Woods, Dorothy K., Undergraduate Studies, Instructor (part-time), Honors Program, 8/16/13 through 5/15/14.
Yeary, Katherine, College of Education, Instructor (part-time), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Yinger, Olivia, College of Fine Arts, Assistant Professor, Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Zanjani, Faika, College of Public Health, Assistant Professor, Gerontology, and joint appointments as Assistant Professor, Psychiatry, College of Medicine and Assistant Professor, Health Behavior, 7/1/13 through 8/31/13.

E. CHANGES

Blazejewski, Jonathan, Enrollment Management, from Student Services Director Assistant, Admissions and Registrar, to Student Services Director, Admissions and Registrar, effective 8/12/13.
Ceballos Osorio, Janeth, College of Medicine, from Clinical Assistant Professor, Pediatrics, to Assistant Professor (part-time), Pediatrics, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
Clossen, Stacy R., Graduate School, from Instructor (part-time), Patterson School of Diplomacy and International Commerce, to Assistant Professor, Patterson School of Diplomacy and International Commerce, 1/1/14 through 12/31/15.

*Special Title Series
Hawkins, Brian T., College of Medicine, from Clinical Assistant Professor, Emergency Medicine, to Assistant Professor (part-time), Emergency Medicine, 10/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Hollen, Miranda, College of Medicine, from Clinical Assistant Professor, Family and Community Medicine, to Assistant Professor (part-time), Family and Community Medicine, 10/11/13 through 6/30/14.

Hourigan, Jon S., College of Medicine, from Assistant Professor*, Surgery, to Clinical Assistant Professor, Surgery, 7/23/13 through 6/30/14.

Howard, Alex F., College of Public Health, from Lecturer, Health Services Management, to Clinical Assistant Professor, Health Services Management, 9/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Huffman, Rebecca P., College of Arts and Sciences, from Instructor (part-time), English, to Instructor (temporary), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.

Karkelanova, Anushka A., College of Arts and Sciences, from Instructor (part-time), Statistics, to Instructor (temporary), Statistics, 8/16/13 through 6/30/14.


Probst, Denise, College of Education, from Instructor (part-time), Curriculum and Instruction, to Instructor (temporary), Curriculum and Instruction, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Sayre, Kimberly, College of Engineering, from Student Affairs Director, to Engineer Associate Program Manager II/Research, Institute of Research for Technology Development, effective 10/7/13.

Scott, Ernie, College of Medicine, from Rural Project Manager, Rural Kentucky Health Care, to Rural Health Director State Office, Rural Kentucky Health Care, effective 11/1/13.

Shumer, Daniel, College of Arts and Sciences, from Instructor (temporary), English, to Instructor (part-time), English, 8/16/13 through 12/31/13.

Smith, Cherry Kay, College of Agriculture, from Agriculture Extension Specialist Senior, Family and Consumer Sciences, to Agriculture Extension Director Assistant, Family and Consumer Sciences, effective 11/1/13.

F. TERMINAL REAPPOINTMENTS

Garcia Ramos, Gisela, College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Biology, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Howard, Alex F., College of Public Health, Lecturer, Health Services Management, 7/1/13 through 8/31/13.

Lander, Deborah R., College of Fine Arts, Assistant Professor*, Music, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.

Machwe, Amrita, College of Medicine, Assistant Research Professor, Graduate Center for Toxicology, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
G. LEAVES OF ABSENCE

Abel, Mark G., College of Education, Associate Professor (with tenure), Kinesiology and Health Promotion, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.

Albisetti, James, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), History, Sabbatical leave at two-thirds salary, 7/1/14 through 6/30/15.

Baskin, Carol, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Biology, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.

Batty, Clare E., College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), Philosophy, Sabbatical leave at two-thirds salary, 7/1/14 through 6/30/15.

Blonder, Lee X., College of Medicine, Professor (with tenure), Behavioral Science, and joint appointments as Professor (without tenure), Neurology and Professor (without tenure), Anthropology, College of Arts and Sciences, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 9/1/14 through 2/28/15.

Brown, Alan V., College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), Hispanic Studies, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/15 through 6/30/15.

Cavagnero, Michael, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Physics and Astronomy, from Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/13 through 12/31/13, to Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.

Corso, Alberto, College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), Mathematics, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.

Costich, Julia F., College of Public Health, Professor* (with tenure), Health Services Management, and joint appointment as Associate Professor* (without tenure), Family and Community Medicine, College of Medicine, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.

Ehrenborg, Richard, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Mathematics, Sabbatical leave at half salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.

Eldred, Janet, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), English, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/15 through 6/30/15.

Farr, Arnold L., College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), Philosophy, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/15 through 6/30/15.

Ferland, Gary, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Physics and Astronomy, Sabbatical leave at two-thirds salary, 7/1/14 through 6/30/15.

Firey, Abigail, College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), History, Sabbatical leave at two-thirds salary, 7/1/14 through 6/30/15.

Forsythe, Hazel W., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Associate Professor (with tenure), Dietetics and Human Nutrition, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/14 through 6/30/14.

Hamilton, David, College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), History, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.

Harwood, James D., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Associate Professor (with tenure), Entomology, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 2/1/14 through 7/31/14.

Hinds, Bruce J., College of Engineering, Professor (with tenure), Chemical and Materials Engineering, and joint appointment as Professor (without tenure), Chemistry, College of Arts and Sciences, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/14 through 6/30/14.
Hippisley, Andrew, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), English, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.
Hislop, Peter, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Mathematics, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/15 through 6/30/15.
Liberato, Ana S., College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), Sociology, from Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/13 through 12/31/13, to Sabbatical leave at two-thirds salary, 7/1/13 through 6/30/14.
McCulley, Rebecca L., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Associate Professor (with tenure), Plant and Soil Sciences, Sabbatical leave at half salary, 1/1/14 through 12/31/14.
Meier, Mark, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Chemistry, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.
Minkova, Milena, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures, Sabbatical leave at two-thirds salary, 7/1/14 through 6/30/15.
Mooney, Patrick, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Sociology, Sabbatical leave at two-thirds salary, 7/1/14 through 6/30/15.
Morris, Edward W., College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), Sociology, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.
Nagel, Uwe, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Mathematics, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/15 through 6/30/15.
Perry, Brea L., College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), Sociology, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/15 through 6/30/15.
Plaster, Bradley R., College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), Physics and Astronomy, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.
Price, Melynda J., College of Law, Associate Professor (with tenure), Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/14 through 6/30/14.
Readdy, Margaret, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Mathematics, Sabbatical leave at half salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.
Roorda, Randall, College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), English, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.
Rosenman, Ellen, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), English, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/15 through 6/30/15.
Scheff, Stephen W., College of Medicine, Professor (with tenure), Anatomy and Neurobiology, and joint appointments as Professor (without tenure), Neurology and Professor (without tenure), Psychology, College of Arts and Sciences, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 6/23/14 through 12/23/14.
Shapere, Alfred, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Physics and Astronomy, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/15 through 6/30/15.
Shen, Zhongwei, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Mathematics, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/15 through 6/30/15.
Silvia, William J., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Professor (with tenure), Animal and Food Sciences, Sabbatical leave at half salary, 7/1/14 through 6/30/15.
Smith, Richard, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Psychology, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.
Superson, Anita, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Philosophy, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/15 through 6/30/15.
Tai, Zixue, College of Communication and Information, Associate Professor (with tenure), Journalism and Telecommunications, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/14 through 5/15/14.
Thyne, Clayton L., College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), Political Science, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/15 through 6/30/15.
Underwood, Richard, College of Law, Professor (with tenure), Sabbatical leave at full salary, 8/1/13 through 12/31/13.
Waterman, Richard, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), Political Science, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 7/1/14 through 12/31/14.
Wedeking, Justin P., College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), Political Science, Sabbatical leave at full salary, 1/1/15 through 6/30/15.
Zunshine, Lisa, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor (with tenure), English, Sabbatical leave at two-thirds salary, 7/1/14 through 6/30/15.

H. RESIGNATIONS

Al Rifai, Anas, College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Internal Medicine, effective 12/15/13.
Bruce, Brandon T., College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Orthopaedic Surgery, effective 1/3/14.
Cargile, Jill S., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer, English, effective 6/30/13.
Coker, Stephanie L., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer, Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures, and Cultures, effective 6/30/13.
Gebert, Mark A., College of Arts and Sciences, Senior Lecturer, Statistics, effective 7/31/13.
Johnson, Todd R., College of Public Health, Professor (with tenure), Biostatistics, effective 10/31/13.
Kozik, Deborah J., College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Surgery, and joint appointment as Clinical Assistant Professor, Pediatrics, effective 9/23/13.
Maki, John M., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer, Mathematics, effective 6/30/13.
Miller, Saul L., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Psychology, effective 6/30/13.
Mueller, Thomas G., College of Agriculture, Food and Environment, Associate Professor (with tenure), Plant and Soil Sciences, effective 9/20/13.
Ovall, Jeffrey S., College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor, Mathematics, effective 6/30/14.
Pellegrini, Richard A., College of Medicine, Clinical Assistant Professor, Radiology, effective 6/30/14.
Romanek, Christopher S., College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), Earth and Environmental Sciences, effective 3/31/13.
Roudnev, Vladimir, College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Research Professor, Physics and Astronomy, effective 6/30/13.
Santhanam, Radhika, College of Business and Economics, Professor (with tenure), Management, effective 6/30/13.
Warfield, Sarah A., College of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer, effective 7/31/13.
Williams, Jakobi E., College of Arts and Sciences, Associate Professor (with tenure), History, effective 8/29/13.
Wittenberg-Lyles, Elaine M., College of Communication and Information, Associate Professor (with tenure), Communication, effective 10/31/13.
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS

I. BOARD ACTION

A. ADMINISTRATIVE APPOINTMENTS

   Albrecht, Travis, Pharmacist/UKHC, Pharmacy Services, effective 11/03/2013
   Davis, Evan W., Client Tech Engineering Tech Manager/UKHC, Eastern State Hospital, effective 10/08/2013
   Drake, Dorinda F., Pharmacist Clinical Staff/Shift-Based/UKHC, Pharmacy Services, effective 10/14/2013
   Hudson, Julie L., Perioperative Services Enterprise Director/UKHC, UK HealthCare CNO, effective 09/03/2013
   Penn, Angela, Vendor Relationship Management Manager/UKHC, EVPHA Information Management, effective 09/03/2013
   Westendorf, Colleen, Pharmacist/UKHC, Pharmacy Services, effective 10/28/2013

B. CHANGES

   Blanton, Kimberly, from Hospital Operations Administrator/UKHC, Command Center to Director-Enterprise IPACE & Safety/UKHC, Office of Enterprise Quality & Safety, effective 09/22/2013
   Campbell, Kirtricia N., from Nurse Clinical/UKHC, Trauma & Acute Care to Advanced Practice Provider II/UKHC, Internal Medicine & Divisions-Gastro, effective 11/03/2013
   Flynn, Jeremy, from Pharmacist Clinical Staff/UKHC, Pharmacy Services to Pharmacist Clinical Staff/UKHC, Pharmacy Services, effective 11/03/2013
   Green, Brandon, from Clinical Application Analyst Pharm/UKHC, EVPHA IT to Associate Director of Pharmacy IT/UKHC, Pharmacy Services, effective 11/17/13
   Hook, Corinne, from Advanced Practice Provider III/UKHC, Internal Medicine & Divisions-Pulmonary to Advanced Practice Provider III Supervisor/UKHC, Internal Medicine & Divisions-Pulmonary, effective 11/03/2013
   Issacs, Kathy, from Patient Care Manager/UKHC, NICU to Director of Nursing Professional Development/UKHC, Division of Nursing Practice Improvement
   Schweiterman, Philip, from Clinical Staff Pharmacist/UKHC, Pharmacy Services to Pharmacy Director/UKHC, Pharmacy Services, effective 08/25/13

C. RETIREMENTS

   Addo, Esther, Nurse Clinical, after 20 years and 8 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1 Section VIII.A., effective 12/01/2013
   Broaddus, Renee E., Nurse Clinical, after 32 years and 0 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1 Section VIII.A., effective 11/30/2013
Crellin, Margaret E., Medical Technologist Master, after 36 years and 6 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1 Section VIII.A., effective 10/8/2013
Darland, Betty L., Nurse Clinical, after 18 years and 0 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1 Section VIII.A., effective 11/02/2013
Grevious, Roberta, Nursing Care Technician, after 24 years and 7 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1 Section VIII.A., effective 10/08/2013
Haggard, Melissa L., Materials Management Technician, after 25 years and 5 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1 Section VIII.A., effective 09/06/2013
Hamilton, Dessie, Licensed Practical Nurse Senior, after 6 years and 1 month of consecutive service, under AR 3:1 Section VIII.A., effective 08/31/2013
Howard, Carol E., Nurse Clinical, after 27 years and 0 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1 Section VIII.A., effective 07/31/2013
Leigh, Julie A., Heart /Lung Transplant Coordinator, after 22 years and 0 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1 Section VIII.A., effective 01/03/2014
Mooney, Laura P., Respiratory Therapist Senior, after 37 years and 5 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1 Section VIII.A., effective 12/02/2013
Prenatt, Susan J., Customer Access Associate, after 15 years and 0 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1 Section VIII.A., effective 08/16/2013
Redick, Allan C., Customer Access Senior, after 24 years and 1 month of consecutive service, under AR 3:1 Section VIII.A., effective 09/02/2013
Seybold, Glenda J., Nurse Clinical, after 37 years and 5 months of consecutive service, under AR 3:1 Section VIII.A., effective 01/17/2014

II. **ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION**

A. ADMINISTRATIVE APPOINTMENTS

Ford, Josh, Physical Therapist/Shift-Based/UKHC, Rehabilitation Department, effective 10/20/2013
Holzer, Camilla Nell, Clinical Pastoral Education Supervisor/UKHC, Office of Service Excellence, effective 08/25/2013
Housley, Jon J., Operations Manager/Ancillary Services/UKHC, Hospital Administration, effective 06/02/2013
Mucha, Kathleen, Pathologists Assistant/UKHC, Laboratory Services, effective 09/03/2013
Scott, Melinda S., Nurse Director University Health Service/UKHC, University Health Service/Hospital, effective 10/02/2013
Wilson, Carol S., Coding Compliance Coordinator/UKHC, Health Information Management, effective 10/07/2013

B. CHANGES

Allen, Staci, from Radiology PACS Administrator/UKHC, EVPHA IT to RIS/PACS Administrator III/UKHC, EVPHA IT, effective 10/20/2013
Blair, Holly, from Nurse Clinical/UKHC, Trauma and Acute Care Surgical Services/Pavilion A to Patient Care Manager Assistant/UKHC, Trauma and Acute Care Surgical Services/Pavilion A, effective 08/25/2013

*Special Title Series*
Castle, Ester, from Nurse Clinical/UKHC, Neuroscience ICU Tower 200 to Patient Care Manager Assistant/UKHC, Neuroscience Services Administration, effective 08/11/2013
Charles, Rebecca, from Nurse Clinical/UKHC, Trauma and Acute Care Surgical Services/Pavilion A to Patient Care Manager Assistant/UKHC, Trauma and Acute Care Surgical Services/Pavilion A, effective 08/25/13
Furtula, Zeljko, from Application Analyst II/UKHC, EVPHA IT to RIS/PACS Administrator III/UKHC, EVPHA IT, effective 10/20/2013
Grant, Deana, from Clinical Documentation Specialist/UKHC, Utilization Review to Clinical Documentation Manager/UKHC, Utilization Review, effective 08/11/2013
Martin, Amanda, from Nurse Coordinator Clinical/UKHC, Trauma and Acute Care Surgical Services/Pavilion A to Patient Care Manager Assistant/UKHC, Neuroscience Services Administration, effective 08/11/2013
Yosmali, Gregory, from Clinical Benchmark Analyst Sr./UKHC, Office of Enterprise Quality and Safety to Enterprise Quality Analytics Director/UKHC, Office of Enterprise Quality and Safety, effective 08/11/2013